OPERATING OBJECTS

THIS IS THE AGILITY FOR WORKING WITH MACHINES, TOOLS, AND DEVICES.

Agilities are combinations of your work skills and interests. Use them to work more effectively in your career. People with the talent for operating objects are uniquely gifted when working with machines, tools, and equipment. They are able to work faster and more effectively in their careers because they work well with their hands and think logically. They can repair and service complex equipment and devices and utilize various technologies in the process. They can be skilled at manual labor that requires physical strength, dexterity, or both.

TELL EMPLOYERS THAT YOU’RE A CAN-DO PERSON WITH A VARIETY OF TOOLS AND TECHNOLOGIES BY USING THESE KEY WORDS:

- Constructing
- Fixing
- Coordination
- Dexterity

COVER LETTER PHRASES TO DESCRIBE THE OPERATING OBJECTS AGILITY:

- “My agility for operating objects means that I excel when working with hands-on projects, and I know how to build, fix, and work with complex devices.”
- “I welcome the opportunity to work with specialized equipment – even precise tools that require dexterity – because my agility for operating objects allows me to work quickly and efficiently at most manual labor.”

YOUR NEXT STEPS FOR OPERATING OBJECTS:

Use and Grow Your Agility in Everyday Life

- Build something for a friend in need
- Repair broken items around the house
- Install office furniture
- Run equipment or machinery in a warehouse

Join the Agilities Community and Take Action Today

- Visit agilities.org for Career Explorer Tools to navigate today’s job-market challenges
- Complete your Career Statement
- Create or update your resumé highlighting your top Agilities using our resumé templates